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Saturday dove season opener expected to draw big crowds
Dove season kicks off on September 1st each year
regardless of the day of the week that date falls. Weekend openers — including this year’s Saturday opener
— mean that crowds at popular dove hunting areas will
be 20 to 30 percent higher than weekday openers. It also
means that more junior hunters will be hunting doves
instead of being in school and dreaming of hunting.
With nearly 250 million doves across the country,
there’s plenty to go around. The Saturday opener just
makes the annual celebration more inclusive, allowing
more sportsmen to participate in the event that marks
the kick-off of fall hunting seasons.
Reports from public hunting spots across Southern
California bode well for opening weekend with some
areas looking better than last year and some not as good.
Overall, however, dove hunting is expected to be pretty

darn good most places. This special issue of Western
Birds provides detailed maps of major public hunting
spots in the region and a region-by-region summary of
how things look in some detail:

Imperial Valley

Thanks to a major effort by Leon Lesicka and his
volunteers with Desert Wildlife Unlimited (DWU) and
the Department of Fish and Wildlife staff there will be
lots of places to hunt doves in the northern end of the
Imperial Valley. The fields prepared by the DFW on
Wister and Finney-Ramer units of the Imperial Wildlife Area look particularly good with most of the fields
planted in wheat and cut last week.
DWU FIELDS: Using seed purchased with money
(Continued on page 4, see Prospects....)

Commentary
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Facts about hunting near guzzlers Western
Why can’t the Department of Fish and Wildlife get this right?
In a recent press release and dove information story on its website, DFW
staff wrote: “It is illegal to hunt within 200 yards of an artificial water source
for wildlife.” This is absolutely incorrect.
The DFW later removed the line from the story on-line, but the false information was already published in a number of sources.
When I first started covering the DFG in the early 1970s, they had use
of one attorney in the state AG’s office for half of his time. They had half an
attorney. Now they have over 20 attorneys on DFW payroll, if you count the
appointed staff (like director Chuck Bonham) who are also attorneys — and
they can’t get this right. Here are the facts:
First, here is the section from the Fish and Game Code:
§730. Camping Near or Occupying Wildlife Watering Places.
(a) Camping/Occupying Defined. For purposes of this Section, camping/
occupying is defined as establishing or inhabiting a camp; resting; picnicing;
sleeping; parking or inhabiting any motor vehicle or trailer; hunting; or engaging in any other recreational activity for a period of more than thirty (30)
minutes at a given location.
(b) Wildlife Watering Places Defined. For purposes of this Section, wildlife watering places are defined as waterholes, springs, seeps and man-made
watering devices for wildlife such as guzzlers (self-filling, in-the-ground water storage tanks), horizontal wells and small impoundments of less than one
surface acre in size.
(c) Prohibitions.
(1) Camping/Occupying is prohibited within 200 yards of the following:
(A) Any guzzler or horizontal well for wildlife on public land within the
State of California.
(B) Any of the wildlife watering places on public land within the boundary
of the California Desert Conservation Area as depicted on the Bureau of Land
Management maps of “Calif. Federal Public Lands Responsibility,” “Calif.
Desert Conservation Area” and the new “Desert District, B.L.M.”
Let me explain what this code means for dove hunters: Section (a) defines
“camping/occupying” as including hunting. So it effectively says “anyone
hunting for a period of more than 30 minutes” at one of these Wildlife Water
Places — which is also defined in Section (b) — is prohibited in the conditions
under section (1). So to rewrite this in English, it would read:
“Hunting within 200 yards of a guzzler is prohibited if you do it longer
than 30 minutes.”
It does not mean it is illegal to ever hunt
within 200 yards of a guzzler, but you cannot
set up a lawn chair and sit there for hours because the drinker may be the only water source
for wildlife for miles.
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Dove Opener Tidbits
USFWS data on doves
shows stable populations
On the eve of this year’s dove season opener Saturday,
September 1, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service reports
dove numbers are stable or increasingly slightly across
the country.
In the Western States, dove numbers have declined
slightly since last year, according to the recently-released
USFWS’ annual report, Mourning Dove Population Status. Overall, the population has remained relatively stable
since the Service has been collecting data that allows them
to estimate total abundance over the past decade, with
about 50 million doves in the Western Management Unit,
which includes California, Arizona, Nevada, Oregon,
Washington, Idaho, and Utah.
In California, there were about 57,000 dove hunters
in 2017 who shot 900,000 mourning doves for the entire
split season for an average of 15.8 birds while hunting
an average of 2.8 days of the season.
Nationwide, the dove population is estimated to
be 243 million doves, the most populous bird in North
America. The comprehensive data also shows there were
over 700,000 hunters nationwide in 2017, and they shot
about 4.5 million doves last season.
Dove banding is now an important component of
the population data collected by the USFWS, and most
of the work is done by volunteers. In California, 3,265
mourning doves were banded in early summer in 2017,
with age and sex information recorded.

Indian Reservations offer a
less crowded option for dove
Hunters can avoid some of the opening day crowds
 worse this year because of the Saturday opener — by
—
hunting Indian reservations along the Colorado River,
many which have grain crops that attract a lot of doves.
All of the reservations require hunting licenses that
range from $35 to $75 for the season, depending on the
reservation. If you hunt on reservation land on the Arizona
side of the river, you do not also need to have an Arizona
state license because of the tribal pacts with Arizona.
However, on the California side, you must have both the
reservation license and a California license because our
state’s pact is different than Arizona.

The USFWS relies on banding data to estimate total dove
population and trends. Make sure you report any banded birds.

This newsletter has detailed reports on all six of the
reservations in alternating years, and there is almost no
change from last year’s information. The 2017 Western
Birds Dove Special Issue is still available on the website.
If you need contact information for licenses and more
details on costs, you can still download last year’s issue
at this link: www.outdoornewsservice.com/western-birds.

Where are dove hunters
required to shoot non-lead?
With no changes from last year, dove hunters will be
required to use non-lead ammunition only on state-owned
wildlife areas and ecological reserves in 2018. These are
the same regulations as the last three seasons, and these
rules will remain in place until the statewide ban on all
lead ammunition for hunting kicks in for next year’s
(2019) hunting seasons.
Steel dove loads are increasingly available at most
major sporting goods and hunting stores across Southern
California, and they are even on the shelves of smaller
shops out in dove hunting country. Finding 12 and 20
gauge steel is easy this year, and it is only marginally more
expensive than lead promotional loads. Other gauges are
harder to find and more expensive.
You are required to use steel (or other non-lead) ammunition at the following popular dove hunting areas: the
San Jacinto Wildlife Area, the Imperial Wildlife Area
(both the Wister Unit and the Finney Ramer Unit), the
Palo Verde Ecological Reserve, and the Camp Cady
Wildlife Area (all mapped in this issue). If you hunt other
state wildlife areas or ecological reserves you will also
have to shoot steel on those. In addition, if you hunt on
the Cibola National Wildlife Refuge on the Colorado
River, you will have to shoot non-lead there on both the
California and Arizona sides of the river.
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Prospects....

(Continued from Page 1)
from our Upland Bird Stamp fund, Desert Wildlife
Unlimited annually prepares 21 fields each year in the
northern end of the Imperial Valley on both sides of
Highway 111 (see map on page 8),
Unfortunately, like last year, these fields simply are
not as good as previous years, and many of the fields
had not been mowed or cut as of Monday this week.
Field reports from the weekend before the opener and
on Monday suggest that many of the fields are holding fewer birds than past years, but the more northerly
fields are holding the most birds. Many hunters will be
disappointed with the DWU fields in 2018.
But hunters in the valley have raved about the work
that was done on the Wister and Finney-Ramer units of
the Imperial Wildlife Area.
WISTER UNIT: Rick Francis, who manages the
fields for DFW at Wister, said they planted wheat on
all the Department-owned lands, and that there was an
increase in the number of fields planted at both Wister
and the Finney-Ramer Unit from recent years.
Most notable for dove hunters will be fields 413-E
and 312-A, with 30 and 20 acres of wheat respectively.
Both were mowed the week of Aug. 13. Other fields
with wheat, which will be left sanding for waterfowl
— but which are still attracting a lot of doves — are
fields U10-4, T10-2 and T10-4, and S20-2 and S20-4.
The map of these fields in on page 9. (Francis also noted
that the S20 blinds were responsible for the harvest of
over 400 snow geese last year because of the wheat
planted last season.)
FINNEY-RAMER UNIT: South of Wister, both
the Game Farm Field and the Wheat Field were planted
in either wheat or the same grain mix used on the DWU
fields in 2018, which includes milo, millet, rice, flax,
sunflower, safflower, and wheat. Both have 15 acres of
the grain. Hunters who are scouting this area will note
that both are currently posted with no hunting signs,
but Francis said they would be open for the Saturday
opening day.
He said that poachers had been shooting whitewings and mourning doves under the guise of hunting
Eurasian doves, which are open all year, so the DFW
simply closed the fields until opener.
Francis also said that hunters at Wister and FinneyRamer must check in at the Wister headquarters or the
kiosks at Finney-Ramer to get a free permit if they hunt

These whitewing doves watering on a canal at the Cibola National Wildlife Refuge on the Colorado River south of Blythe.

either of those state properties. The Wister check station
will be open at 4 a.m. opening Saturday, and he said that
Sportsman’s Catering run by Frank Bailey will also be
open, selling licenses, stamps, ammunition, along with
coffee and snacks adjacent to the Wister check station.

Blythe Region

A lack of private grain fields in the Blythe and
Palo Verde region appear to be concentrating the birds
still holding in the area on the fields at the Palo Verde
Ecological Reserve north of Blythe and at the Cibola
National Wildlife Refuge south of Blythe on the Arizona
side of the Colorado River. This news comes from John
Rosenfeld, the head of the new Friends of the Cibola
National Wildlife Refuge.
He said there were over 10 wheat fields and several
melon fields on private property in the region earlier in
the year, but that all have been harvested already and
plowed to bare ground in preparation for the next crop
to go in. Many whitewings have already left the valley.
PALO VERDE ECOLOGICAL RESERVE: At
the Palo Verde Ecological Reserve (PVER) in Blythe,
wheat was used for the fields on the far north end of
the DFW property with access off 2nd Avenue and the
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Dove Forecast
main dike road. Wheat was also planted in the fields
between 8th and 10th Avenues and the small strip of
land right along 10th Avenue (see maps on pages 10
and 11). David Vigil with the DFW in Blythe said on
Monday this week that all the fields have been shredded, knocking down the wheat, and that the work was
completed 15 to 20 days before the opener. He said
doves, including quite a few whitewings, were using
all the fields in very good numbers.
PVER will probably be the best area to hunt doves
on the California side of the Colorado River in this
region.
CIBOLA NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE:
Many California hunters try to avoid some of the crowds
by hunting on the Cibola National Wildlife Refuge just
south of Blythe on the Arizona side of the river. Oneday, non-resident hunting licenses are available on-line
from the Arizona Game and Fish Department website
the day you intend to hunt and may be downloaded.
This marks the third year in a row, the Island Unit
at Cibola does not have any grain in its fields. In 2015,
when there was wheat on the Island Unit, it held a
staggering number of whitewings. However, Rosenfeld
said the Island Unit was still holding a decent number
of mourning and whitewing doves because of the water
and roosting trees.
Farm Unit II has also not been planted in grain
for a number of year — at least until this year thanks
to Rosenfeld’s new non-profit Friends of the Cibola
National Wildlife Refuge that was formed in 2017.
Rosenfeld said they were able to plant 20 acres of wheat
in Farm Unit II along with adding additional sunflower
seeding to the unit. While the wheat has not and will
not be cut or knocked down by opener, Rosenfeld said
the wheat was holding a lot of whitewings doves, which
will pluck grain off the stalks. Thanks to the wild burros
(currently being trapped off the refuge), a lot of the grain
was also knocked down and scattered. He also said the
sunflowers crop was very good.
Without a planted field again this year on the Cibola
Valley Conservation and Wildlife Area (CVCWA),
which is located just north of Cibola, it appears that
Farm Unit II on Cibola will be the best place to hunt
on the Arizona side of the river in this region.

Western Riverside County

More and more land in western Riverside County is
being posted each year, leaving the San Jacinto Wildlife
Area as a boon to many Southern California dove hunters who want a close-to-home spot.
The adjacent Lake Perris State Recreation Area is

open to hunting in the uplands northeast of the lake and
main water recreation areas, but it is not open until the
second weekend in September.
The Protrero Unit of the San Jacinto Wildlife Area
is also not open to hunting, yet, because the Department
of Fish and Wildlife continues to drag its feet about approving the final management plan and environmental
document that covers both units of the wildlife area.
This lack of commitment to approve the final plan and
environmental documentation is a black eye for the
agency and a slap to sportsmen and other users of these
two units of the wildlife area.

This mourning dove was photographed whilte feeding at the
San Jacinto Wildlife Area before the 2018 hunting season.

SAN JACINTO WILDLIFE AREA: The bad
news at the San Jacinto Wildlife Area is that a lot of the
winter crops planted this year simply didn’t get enough
rainfall to grow and produce seed like last year. For the
2017 season, the fields on Bridge Street produced over
a dozen limits opening morning and most hunters had
from three to six birds.
Tom Trakes, who manages the fields and hunting
program at San Jacinto, said the area was still “looking
pretty good, and some areas have more birds than recent
years.”
The Bridge Street fields are holding far fewer birds
than last year, but it will still produce fair shooting and
all the volunteer grain and feed that came up has been
mowed.
“I was at the green gate [at the Bridge Street field]
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the other day and counted 47 doves in one of the trees
and more than 30 in another, so the birds are using those
fields,” said Trakes.
The good news is that the planted fields in the upland game hunting area look pretty good and the mixed
grain crops had plenty of feed.
Trakes said there were two fields planted in the
“level land” (upland dog training area) and five fields
along the flood control channel mowed early this summer. There are seven fields in the Upland Bird Hunting
Area west of Davis Road (see map on page 7). Three of
those fields are adjacent to the check-in kiosk opposite
the headquarters right next to Davis Road. There are
three more strip fields to the south, also on the west side
of Davis Road, and then a final strip field is on the far
south end just north of Ramona Expressway.
All these fields are adjacent to the San Jacinto River
Channel and between the channel road and the middle
road (both service roads are not open to vehicles).
Trakes said the fields were planted with a mix of
safflower, milo, and sunflowers. While the lack of rain
means the milo has not headed out, the safflower and
sunflowers have produced a good seed crop.
All of the areas have sections that have been mowed
and were holding a fair number of mourning doves,
according to Monday reports.
The usual areas of mowed ground above the EPonds and between the A, B, C, and D ponds on the
waterfowl side of the area are holding a few dove, and
the olive trees across Davis Road from the old horse
ranch also have birds. These areas are not shown on this
year’s map, but you can still download the 2017 dove
issue from the website and have a map to these areas,
which do show on last year’s map.
Hunters are reminded that all of San Jacinto Wildlife
Area will be open to dove hunting the first three days
of dove season (Saturday through Monday), but only
the Upland Bird Hunting Area/Dog Training Area will
be open to dove hunting after those three days. Hunters
also need to make sure they possess a free permit before
hunting. They are available at the kiosk on Davis Road.

grain that was already cut early in August and birds
were aggregating on the area. This area gets far less
pressure than the other public hunting areas, and it is
located further north and can have fewer doves come
opening day. Most years this field is excellent when
harvested early like this year. Last year, it was cut too
late and opening day was a bust.
Bruce Kenyon, a Quail Forever volunteer, who has
been acting as area manager because the DFW won’t
staff the area, said the dove hunter average last year —
in spite of the poor field conditions for opener — was
about 2 1/2 birds each. The year before, the average was
nearly eight doves per hunter. While Kenyon has been
recovering from a two-month hospital stay, he plans
to be at Cady for the opener and said he thought the
hunting would be nearly as good as two seasons ago.

Yuma Region

The Arizona Game and Fish Department, Sprague’s
Sports, and other area businesses throw out the welcome
mat for hunters the opening of dove season, and they
provide a wealth of on-line resources that provide similar information to the information in this newsletter.
For hunters who want to go to this region, here is
a list of the websites that provide this information:
www.yumadovehunting.com/
www.spragues.com/dove-hunting.html
www.azgfd.com/hunting/species/smallgame/dove/
Sprague’s Sports is dove central for the Yuma region, staying open late the evening before the opener
and opening early Sept. 1. The store also acts as a clearing house for information, and you can call the store at
(928) 726-0022 — although the store gets extremely
busy this week and a phone call is probably not the best
way to get information.

San Bernardino County

CAMP CADY WILDLIFE AREA: The Camp
Cady Wildlife Area is located east of Barstow at Harvard Road along the Mojave River.
There was about a 40-acre field planted with mixed

This pair of mourning doves was sitting on the fencing surrounding one of the many guzzlers in the West Mojave desert .
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San Jacinto
Wildlife Area
____________

See Newsletter Text
For Detailed Information

2018 Dove Hunting Map
= Mixed Grain Strips
= Safflower cut early summer
= Parking Area
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Imperial Valley
Dove Field Map
and 2018 info

Non-lead [steel] ammunition
required on fields in yellow

Hunters do not need a special permit on these fields. They
are all open to access for all 2018 hunting seasons.
These fields were planted with Upland Bird Stamp funds.
pg 8

This is the 2018 Imperial Valley dove field
hunting map. It is slightly
different than the DFW
and other maps you may
see because it includes the
fields planted on the Wister
and Finney-Ramer units of
the Imperial Wildlife Area.
The detailed map of just the
Wister Unit fields is on the
next page.
Hunting is expected
to be comparable to last
season, which was not great
but just OK. Most of the
Desert Wildlife Unlimited
(DWU) fields did not have
crops comparable to past
years.
In contrast, the wheat
f i e l d s o n Wi s t e r a n d
Finney-Ramer are looking very good and should
provide good to excellent
hunting.
Hunters are reminded
that steel or other non-lead
shotgun ammunition is required on both the Wister
and Finney-Ramer units of
the Imperial Wildlife Area.
For more detailed dove
hunting information, consult the text in this issue.
DWU (www.desertwildlifeunlimited.org) is
an all-volunteer organization, with 86-year-old
Leon Lesicka the founder
and ramrod behind the
organization. Besides the
21 fields on this map, the
group also builds, repairs,
and maintains desert water
sources for desert wildlife
throughout Imperial and
Riverside counties.

Wister Unit

Cut Wheat
Standing
Wheat

2018 Dove
Hunting
Fields

(Non-Lead Ammunition is
required on all fields)
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Both the north and south
units (off 2nd and between
8th and 10th) were planted
in grain for the 2018 season.
The traditional field on the far
north end of the unit shown
on this map with an X is in
wheat with some volunteer
milo. The fields along 10th
and across the slough are
also mostly wheat. Both
areas were holding an excellent number of birds the week
before the opener.
The detailed aerial view
map on the next page shows
the exact locations of the
fields. It also shows the
duck pond area that is usually mowed and holds a few
doves.
Access to most of the 10th
Avenue fields is best off 8th
Avenue, as shown on this
map, and not 10th Avenue.
But there are fields and a
major flyway right along 10th
Avenue and the slough.
** Hunters are reminded
that steel or other non-toxic
shot is required on these
state-owned lands. No lead
ammunition.
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2nd Avenue

8th Avenue

10th Avenue

Palo Verde
Ecological Preserve

Wheat

2018 Dove Hunting Map
(Non-Toxic [Steel] Shot Required)

2nd Avenue
Info Kiosk/Parking

Duck Pond
Area
(mowed)

Wheat

Wheat

Wheat

10th Avenue
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Cibola National Wildlife Refuge
The Cibola National Wildlife
Refuge on the Arizona side of the river
will have better dove hunting in 2018
than it has had the past two seasons
(see text of dove forecast). That is
thanks to a new non-profit habitat and
hunting group. And there are big plans
for coming seasons, including wheat
plantings on the Island Unit and Farm
Unit II next season. For more information:
Frields of the Cibola NWR
PO Box 2674
West Covina CA 91793
E-Mail: pextercorp@aol.com
Membership is $25 per year and includes a digital newsletter sent each
month.
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Island Road/Hart Mine Road

The entire unit has
sunflowers in for
2018, and there is a
small, uncut wheat
field on the south end
that is holding a lot of
birds.

Non-lead ammunition
required on Cibola
National Wildlife Refuge

Island Road/Hart Mine Road

Fields in alfalfa
for 2018 season
Island Unit will be
OPEN until sunset
opener (it is normally
closed after 3 p.m.)
pg 13

Camp Cady Wildlife Area

= Water Ponds

X = Roost Trees
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= Headquarters’ Farm Fields
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Doves come from here
in the evening

Camp Cady dove hunting again has a 40-acre field of mixed grain. It was cut in early August this year and good numbers of doves have
been using the field (see text in dove forecast). There is a major dove flyway up and down the Mojave River channel between the ponds
near the wildlife area headquarters and the cut field. There is also a good evening shoot as doves return to roost in the cottonwood trees
along the Mojave River. Mojave Trail is extremely sandy and requires a four-wheel drive, but Harvard Road is paved.
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This Newsletter

Western Birds

A subscription to
looks like this. Six
printed issues and two digital issues for each year on your subscription.
It comes packed with detailed scouting information for dove, quail, and
chukar (and other gamebirds) all across Southern California’s public
lands. It has maps and GPS coordinates of guzzlers and other water
sources. It is like your best hunting friend sharing a lifetime of experience and hunting spots. It is the most detailed scouting report published
in the world. Period.
If this sounds like something you could use for your hunting, there
is a subscription form on the last page of this special dove issue.
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Since we started
in October, 1996, we have given directions and
coordinates to over 700 different hunting locations throughout the southern half of California —
from guzzlers to desert springs to top waterfowl blind sites to the best place to shoot a ptarmigan in
California’s Eastern Sierra Nevada. We have covered quail, chukar and doves a lot, but also offbeat
things — like a good place to hunt snipe. Our special compendium guzzler issues covered ALL the
guzzlers in the Red Mountain, West Mojave, Mojave National Preserve, and Carrizo Plain regions.
You are entitled to a reprint of one of these compendium issues with your new subscription,
or you can get all four reprints — 280 guzzler locations in the best hunting regions in Southern
California — for just $75 more. Does this sound like something you could use for your hunting?
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